Powerpivot Dashboard Examples

Dan English’s BI Blog

December 10th, 2013 - The schedule has been posted for this year’s Minnesota SQLSaturday event which will be held on October 6 at Saint Paul College I will be speaking in the afternoon on Power BI Dashboard in an Hour Walk Through This session will provide a walk through example showcasing the Power BI tools including the Desktop Service and Mobile application

How to Set Up a Pivot Table as a Spreadsheet Database

April 19th, 2019 - You can use a Pivot Table as a database in the same way that you can use Simple Tables or Excel Tables.

However I’ve never seen a description of how to do it That’s too bad because Excel 2010 gave Excel users the ability to use one or more Pivot Tables as a massive and powerful spreadsheet database
What is Tableau – A guide and tutorial for analysts
April 20th, 2019 - In this detailed guide and tutorial for analysts on the basics of Tableau you ll learn how to create amazing dashboards and analyses using Tableau

DAX Dashboard Design 10 Easy Steps Udemy
April 21st, 2019 - DAX Dashboard Design – 10 Easy Steps will guide you through the entire process of Dashboard creation covering every part of the process in depth. From creating an element grid system to automating Sparklines with VBA start to finish. By learning advanced techniques you will impress the decision makers in your organisation making you an irreplaceable asset in the process.

Many to Many SQLBI
April 10th, 2017 - Many to many relationships in Power BI and Excel 2016 The new DAX available in Excel 2016 and the data model in Power BI and Analysis Services 2016 offer tools to manage many to many relationships in a more efficient way than previous version as described in this article.
December 10th, 2013 - The schedule has been posted for this year’s Minnesota SQLSaturday event which will be held on October 6 at Saint Paul College. I will be speaking in the afternoon on Power BI Dashboard in an Hour Walk Through. This session will provide a walk through example showcasing the Power BI tools including the Desktop Service and Mobile application.
Computing growth inside a pivot table - Ashish Mathur's

April 21st, 2019 - Hi Thanks for your tips they are really great However i have a rather unique problem I want to calculate the growth for the average price per region based on a specific fixed date e.g first half H1 2010 eg growth of a specific region in H2 2010 then in H1 2011 then in H2 2011 etc all relative to H1 2010

Mastering DAX Video Course - SQLBI

April 19th, 2019 - This workshop is a complete video course about the DAX language DAX is the native language of Power BI Power Pivot for Excel and SSAS Tabular models in Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services

PivotPal - A Fast New Way To Work with Pivot Tables

April 19th, 2019 - PivotPal is a great tool It saves me a ton of time when working on unfamiliar data when I am creating a Pivot Table by allowing me to construct the Pivot while looking at the source data
Using Excel CUBE Functions with PowerPivot PowerPivotPro

June 20th, 2010 - Thanks for a great post on using Excel CUBE functions with PowerPivot I’d like to contribute with a discovery I made today and hope that someone here may help solve the last piece of the puzzle of filtering CUBEVALUE calculations by a random date range – here are the pieces I have so far

Excel Power Pivot DAX amp Business Intelligence

April 18th, 2019 - Learn PowerPivot DAX and Power Business Intelligence Tools that are rarely found on Excel users and transform to an Excel Star These days almost any job requires data analysis amp presentation of results
Data Analysis Expressions DAX lynda.com
April 21st, 2019 - ...DAX DAX is the language that we use when we just created these
calculated columns ...such as heres unit price minus discount or the calculated feel
...If I click in this cell and...I go insert function I can come through and pick whatever
function I want ...Look at logical ...There s our standard logicals ...And come down to
all ...And if I drill down going to double click Calculate ...

ExcelIsFun YouTube
April 19th, 2019 - This is a free Excel class taught by Mike Girvin Microsoft Excel MVP and Highline College Professor This
class will teach you the efficient and effective methods of using Excel so you can became

MSBI Online Training MSBI Training Online MSBI
April 21st, 2019 - This impeccable MSBI SQL BI course is carefully designed for aspiring BI Developers Consultants and
Architects This MSBI Online Training includes basic to advanced Business Intelligence Data Warehouse DWH and Data

Analytics OLAP concepts on SQL Server Integration Services SSIS Analysis Services SSAS and Reporting Services SSRS
Contextures Excel Tips Excel Tutorials and Excel Examples

April 21st, 2019 - Note Some Excel tutorial links are to Contextures Blog and Contextures Pivot Table blog Don’t Miss Our Excel Tips Don’t miss my latest Excel tips and videos Click OK to get my weekly newsletter with Excel tips and links to other Excel news and resources

Training Courses Pragmatic Works
April 19th, 2019 - Training Courses Pragmatic Works offers a wide variety of training webinars boot camps workshops and on demand training to fit into your busy schedule
The Optimal Shape for Power Pivot Data Excelerator BI
April 18th, 2019 - Level Beginners One of the topics in my book “Supercharge Power BI Power BI is Better When you Learn to Write DAX” talks about the optimal shape of your data tables. It is such an important topic that I have decided to share some modified extracts from the book here.

How To Use Power Pivot Instead of VLOOKUP Excel Campus
April 18th, 2019 - Dear Jon thanks for your interesting article i have 1 problem with power pivot which needs your assistance i notice that whenever i upload the excel file size less than 10MBs to data model of power pivot the size is increased instead of decreased if the excel file is bigger than 10MBs data model can reduce size my 2 3 without any problem.

Mastering DAX Video Course SQLBI
April 19th, 2019 - This workshop is a complete video course about the DAX language. DAX is the native language of Power BI.

Power Pivot for Excel and SSAS Tabular models in Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services
How to Set Up a Pivot Table as a Spreadsheet Database
April 19th, 2019 - You can use a Pivot Table as a database in the same way that you can use Simple Tables or Excel Tables. However, I've never seen a description of how to do it. That's too bad because Excel 2010 gave Excel users the ability to use one or more Pivot Tables as a massive and powerful spreadsheet database.

The MrExcel Challenge MrExcel Publishing
April 20th, 2019 - MrExcel.com debuted on November 21, 1998. MrExcel.com provides examples of Formulas, Functions, and Visual Basic procedures for illustration only without warranty either expressed or implied including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and or fitness for a particular purpose.
Excel Power Pivot DAX amp Business Intelligence
April 18th, 2019 - Learn PowerPivot DAX and Power Business Intelligence Tools that are rarely found on Excel users and transform to an Excel Star These days almost any job requires data analysis amp presentation of results

Creating Calculated Columns Using DAX Simple Talk
November 1st, 2018 - In this article Andy Brown shares his knowledge of how to create calculated columns in tables using Power BI as the host software all of the formulae shown would work equally well in PowerPivot or SSAS Tabular This article is designed to be the first in a series of articles which will show you how to master programming in DAX

Why Healthcare Business Intelligence Can’t Win without a
April 19th, 2019 - Download PDF Will healthcare business intelligence BI be the answer that hospitals are looking for as they move to data driven healthcare improvements and cost reductions
Why Healthcare Business Intelligence Can’t Win without a
April 19th, 2019 - Download PDF Will healthcare business intelligence BI be the answer that hospitals are looking for as they move to data driven healthcare improvements and cost reductions

How To Use Power Pivot Instead of VLOOKUP Excel Campus
April 18th, 2019 - Dear Jon thanks for your interesting article i have 1 problem with power pivot which needs your assistance i notice that whenever i upload the excel file size less than 10MBs to data model of power pivot the size is increased instead of decreased if the excel file is bigger than 10MBs data model can reduce size my 2 3 without any problem

The MrExcel Challenge MrExcel Publishing
April 20th, 2019 - MrExcel com debuted on November 21 1998 MrExcel com provides examples of Formulas Functions and Visual Basic procedures for illustration only without warranty either expressed or implied including but not limited to the
implied warranties of merchantability and or fitness for a particular purpose

Data Analysis Expressions DAX lynda com

April 21st, 2019 - DAX DAX is the language that we use when we just created these calculated columns ...such as heres unit price minus discount or the calculated feel ...If I click in this cell and...I go insert function I can come through and pick whatever function I want ...Look at logical ...There s our standard logicals ...And come down to all ...And if I drill down going to double click

Calculate ...
Take a tour of the samples available with Power BI Power BI
April 19th, 2019 - Tip At this point you may want to create a new dashboard and name it after the file you plan on importing Otherwise when you import the Excel dataset Power BI won’t create a new dashboard named after the sample but instead will add a tile to the dashboard that you currently have open

Computing growth inside a pivot table Ashish Mathur’s
April 21st, 2019 - Hi Thanks for your tips they are really great However I have a rather unique problem I want to calculate the growth for the average price per region based on a specific fixed date e.g. first half H1 2010 eg growth of a specific region in H2 2010 then in H1 2011 then in H2 2011 etc all relative to H1 2010

Excel Dashboards VBA and more
April 20th, 2019 - Welcome to the small man com The site is dedicated to Excel VBA dashboard development charts excel formula and much more On this site you will find many articles to help you improve your Excel skills and maybe solve a
pressing Excel related problem

Many to Many SQLBI

April 10th, 2017 - Many to many relationships in Power BI and Excel 2016 The new DAX available in Excel 2016 and the data model in Power BI and Analysis Services 2016 offer tools to manage many to many relationships in a more efficient way than previous version as described in this article

Excel Dashboards — Excel Dashboards VBA and more
April 19th, 2019 - Excel Dashboard Examples and Template Files The Excel dashboard section of thesmallman has lots of Excel dashboard templates for you to download and use with your own data
Create Your Own Excel Icon Set—Contextures Blog
April 18th, 2019 - See how to create your own Excel icon set to overcome a limitation with the built-in options. Icon Sets were added to conditional formatting in Excel 2007 and you can use the icons to highlight the results in a group of cells.

Display data from the Grand Total column of a Pivot Table
April 19th, 2019 - Assume a simple Sales dataset from which a Pivot Table has been created. The Pivot Table has been sliced by two columns of the dataset. To represent data graphically a Stacked Pivot Chart has been created from this Pivot Table and the chart is placed on a separate worksheet of the same workbook.

Non Numeric Measures in DAX – SQLServerCentral
December 6th, 2016 - When we think about measures in SSAS Tabular we typically assume a numeric output. In this article I'd like to present the case for non numeric measures. Firstly we'll look at what a non

Power Query Online Training for Excel and Power BI
April 20th, 2019 - Power Query is a revolutionary tool to help Excel and Power BI Professionals get easy access to the data they need to do their job. Power Query is easy to learn and you can super charge your learning experience with this Online
PowerDAX

April 21st, 2019 - PowerDAX is the home for Microsoft Business Intelligence content best practices and examples for Data Analysis Expressions (DAX), Power Pivot, SSAS Tabular, Power View, Power BI, including Power Query and Power Map. Excel, SharePoint and more. PowerDAX Experience the Power of DAX

PowerPivot DAX CALCULATE is a supercharged SUMIF

December 13th, 2009 - I can’t believe I didn’t say this last time. CALCULATE is a lot like SUMIF which is a function that Excel gurus know and love... and sometimes hate. SUMIF and its cousins like COUNTIF and the plural SUMIFS are often indispensable. When you want to perform an aggregation on a
April 21st, 2019 - This impeccable MSBI SQL BI course is carefully designed for aspiring BI Developers Consultants and Architects. This MSBI Online Training includes basic to advanced Business Intelligence Data Warehouse (DWH) and Data Analytics OLAP concepts on SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS), Analysis Services (SSAS), and Reporting Services (SSRS).

Non-Numeric Measures in DAX — SQLServerCentral
December 6th, 2016 - When we think about measures in SSAS Tabular, we typically assume a numeric output. In this article, I'd like to present the case for non-numeric measures. Firstly, we'll look at what a non-

Power Query Online Training for Excel and Power BI
April 20th, 2019 - Power Query is a revolutionary tool to help Excel and Power BI Professionals get easy access to the data.
they need to do their job. Power Query is easy to learn and you can super charge your learning experience with this Online Training course specifically targeted to you.

Other Examples No limit on your data visualization needs
April 19th, 2019 - Risk Dashboard With BeGraphic you can organize your KPI into a self made representation which allows you and your partners to access to the appropriate information and make decision quickly.

Other Examples No limit on your data visualization needs
April 19th, 2019 - Risk Dashboard With BeGraphic you can organize your KPI into a self made representation which allows you and your partners to access to the appropriate information and make decision quickly.

Display data from the Grand Total column of a Pivot Table
April 19th, 2019 - Assume a simple Sales dataset from which a Pivot Table has been created. The Pivot Table has been sliced by two columns of the dataset. To represent data graphically, a Stacked Pivot Chart has been created from this Pivot Table and the chart is placed on a separate worksheet of the same workbook.
Excel Dashboards VBA and more

April 20th, 2019 - Welcome to the small man com The site is dedicated to Excel VBA dashboard development charts excel formula and much more On this site you will find many articles to help you improve your Excel skills and maybe solve a pressing Excel related problem

DAX Dashboard Design 10 Easy Steps Udemy
April 21st, 2019 - DAX Dashboard Design – 10 Easy Steps will guide you through the entire process of Dashboard creation covering every part of the process in depth From creating an element grid system to automating Sparklines with VBA start to finish By learning advanced techniques you will impress the decision makers in your organisation making you an irreplaceable asset in the process
Using Excel CUBE Functions with PowerPivot PowerPivotPro
June 20th, 2010 - Thanks for a great post on using Excel CUBE functions with PowerPivot I’d like to contribute with a
discovery I made today and hope that someone here may help solve the last piece of the puzzle of filtering CUBEVALUE
calculations by a random date range – here are the pieces I have so far

PowerDAX
April 21st, 2019 - PowerDAX is the home for Microsoft Business Intelligence content
best practices amp examples for Data Analysis Expressions DAX Power Pivot SSAS
Tabular Power View Power BI including Power Query amp Power Map Excel
SharePoint and more PowerDAX Experience the Power of DAX

SharePoint Wikipedia
April 20th, 2019 - SharePoint is a web based collaborative platform that integrates with Microsoft Office Launched in 2001
SharePoint is primarily sold as a document management and storage system but the product is highly configurable and usage
varies substantially among organizations Microsoft states that SharePoint has 190 million users across 200 000 customer
PivotPal A Fast New Way To Work with Pivot Tables
April 19th, 2019 - PivotPal is a great tool It saves me a ton of time when working on unfamiliar data when I am creating a Pivot Table by allowing me to construct the Pivot while looking at the source data

Excel Dashboards — Excel Dashboards VBA and more
April 19th, 2019 - Excel Dashboard Examples and Template Files The Excel dashboard section of the smallman has lots of Excel dashboard templates for you to download and use with your own data

SharePoint Wikipedia
April 20th, 2019 - SharePoint is a web-based collaborative platform that integrates with Microsoft Office. Launched in 2001, SharePoint is primarily sold as a document management and storage system but the product is highly configurable and usage varies substantially among organizations. Microsoft states that SharePoint has 190
million users across 200,000 customer organizations

What is Tableau – A guide and tutorial for analysts

April 20th, 2019 - In this detailed guide and tutorial for analysts on the basics of Tableau you’ll learn how to create amazing dashboards and analyses using Tableau.

Take a tour of the samples available with Power BI Power

April 19th, 2019 - Tip At this point you may want to create a new dashboard and name it after the file you plan on importing. Otherwise when you import the Excel dataset Power BI won’t create a new dashboard named after the sample but instead will add a tile to the dashboard that you currently have open.

Create Your Own Excel Icon Set – Contextures Blog

April 18th, 2019 - See how to create your own Excel icon set to overcome a limitation with the built in options. Icon Sets were added to conditional formatting in Excel 2007 and you can use the icons to highlight the results in a group of cells.
Creating Calculated Columns Using DAX Simple Talk

November 1st, 2018 - In this article Andy Brown shares his knowledge of how to create calculated columns in tables using Power BI as the host software all of the formulae shown would work equally well in PowerPivot or SSAS Tabular This article is designed to be the first in a series of articles which will show you how to master programming in DAX

PowerPivot DAX CALCULATE is a supercharged SUMIF

December 13th, 2009 - I can’t believe I didn’t say this last time CALCULATE is a lot like SUMIF which is a function that Excel gurus know and love... and sometimes hate? SUMIF and its cousins like COUNTIF and the plural SUMIFS are often indispensable When you want to perform an aggregation on a

ExcelIsFun YouTube
April 19th, 2019 - This is a free Excel class taught by Mike Girvin Microsoft Excel MVP and Highline College Professor This class will teach you the efficient and effective methods of using Excel so you can became

Training Courses Pragmatic Works
April 19th, 2019 - Training Courses Pragmatic Works offers a wide variety of training webinars boot camps workshops and on demand training to fit into your busy schedule

The Optimal Shape for Power Pivot Data Excelerator BI
April 18th, 2019 - Level Beginners One of the topics in my book “Supercharge Power BI Power BI is Better When you Learn to Write DAX” talks about the optimal shape of your data tables. It is such an important topic that I have decided to share some modified extracts from the book here